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 didn't work, don't blame me for that. 1.1.0.1 update for pre-alpha testers -CFI score: 200, PR: 6 Updated AI logic to trigger more aggressively when not hitting target. Created optimal (tactical) attack paths for the A and E dash attack abilities. Created an attack speed modifier for the A and E dash attack abilities. The "Void Slash" attack ability now does lower damage but higher crit damage to
minions. The "Void Slash" attack ability now has two horizontal components to avoid big flanks from charging. Added left/right movement adjustment to "Curse" ability. Added left/right movement adjustment to "Necromancers' Curse" ability. Added a damage modifier to the "Death and Decay" ability. Added a left/right movement adjustment to "Blight Curse". Fixed position of the Light spells

range to be relative to the caster's position. Fixed effect lines not being able to be triggered more than once. Fixed bug where the "Chlorophyll" skill would trigger at unexpected times. Fixed bug where the "Discharge" skill would not trigger if the user could not reach the target. Fixed bug where the "Repulsing Ooze" skill would not actually repulse the target. Fixed bug where the "Clarity of Purpose"
ability would allow the player to summon random skills after attacking. Fixed bug where the "Tidal Wave" skill would not always push the target away. Fixed bug where the "Ray of Pain" skill would continue to pull the caster towards the target, even if they tried to move away. Fixed bug where the "Astral Blade" skill would not increase damage taken. Fixed bug where the "Necromancers' Curse"
ability would go on full effect when it shouldn't. Fixed bug where the "Embrace of the Void" ability would not work on bosses. Fixed bug where the "Eradication" skill would stop working when the "Necromancers' Curse" ability stopped. Fixed bug where the "Discharge" ability would not go off when the "Death and Decay" skill would. Fixed bug where "Death and Decay" would not apply while

under the effects of the "Discharge" ability. Fixed bug 82157476af
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